Verbatim launches dual motion sensor batten luminaire with emergency backup
mode
Charlotte, NC, November 10, 2016 – Verbatim expands existing line of linear fixtures
with the introduction of their LED Batten Luminaire with Dual Motion Sensors and
Emergency Backup. This batten fixture provides 3000lm of crisp, clear light at 26.5W
when motion is detected, and dims to 40% output when it isn’t, providing impressive
energy savings compared to standard fluorescent fixtures without occupancy controls.
An integrated long life battery, including test switch, provides functional light for a
minimum of 90 minutes in the event of power loss.
The Verbatim LED Batten with Emergency Backup is DLC Listed for stairwell and
passageway luminaires, and features adjustable dual motion sensors providing bi-level
operation, ideal for intermittent traffic areas, such as stairwells, parking garages, and
more. UL Listed and UL924 compliant, it can be used in conjunction with the 4 ft. LED
Batten Luminaire with Dual Motion Sensors for a typical mixed use installation. The
Verbatim Batten Luminaire with Emergency Backup has a heavy-duty, powder coated,
galvanized metal housing and the option for surface or suspended chain installation.
Backed by a 5-year limited warranty, this batten fixture has an estimated design lifetime
of 50,000 hours, reducing maintenance costs and saving money.
For more information on the Verbatim Emergency Backup Batten, visit
www.verbatimlighting.com.
Looking for a local rep or distributor in your area? Our full list of existing reps and
distributors is available at http://www.verbatimlighting.com/rep-agencies/.

About Verbatim
For over 40 years, the Verbatim brand has been recognized for its dominant role in the
consumer electronics industry. We have a strong reputation for performance,
compatibility, and quality, which has led the Verbatim brand to global market leadership.
Backed by the technology developed by our parent company, Mitsubishi Chemical
Holdings Company (MCHC), Verbatim has a growing lighting portfolio, including our
broad range of LED retrofit lamps, and our continuously expanding line of LED fixtures.
We strive to enhance the quality and experience of light, while reducing lighting’s impact
on our environment.

